
AGRICULTURAL PROJECT 
 

Effect of magnetized water on pea growth and yield 

From 22nd June of 2016 to November 2016, Bach Technology Company 

conducted a field experiment in Dali, Yunnan province. The goal of the 

experiment is to test the effect of magnetized water on pea survival rate, 

growth and yield. 

 

1. Method and Material  

Three groups of experiments were conducted. The first group (#35 

greenhouse) of pea was irrigated by Bon Aqua magnetized water 

(experimental group). The second group (#36 greenhouse, set as 1st 

control group) and the third group (#37 greenhouse, set as 2nd control 

group) were irrigated by water without being magnetized. The chemical 

and physical properties of soil were tested before irrigating. The soil has 

similar properties were selected to remove the influence of soil.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Seeding Stage  

 
Pic 1: #35 greenhouse (experimental group) 

 
Pic 2: #36 greenhouse (1st control group) 



 

 
Pic 3: #37 greenhouse (2nd control group) 

 

 
Pic 4: #37 greenhouse (2nd control group) 



Period of emergence 

 
Pic 5: the survival rate of #35 greenhouse was highest  

 

Pic 6: Nearly one third of pea was dead in #36 greenhouse 

 

 



 

Pic 7: Nearly one third of pea was dead in #37 greenhouse 

 

With similar properties of soil, climate and field management, the survival 

rate of different groups was significantly different. Almost all the peas in 

#35 greenhouse survived, while nearly one third of pea were dead in #36 

and #37 greenhouse. To confirm that the difference of survival rate was 

due to magnetized water, ELM-PLUS 2 was installed in #36 greenhouse to 

magnetize irrigating water of this group. #37 greenhouse still was irrigated 

by water without being magnetized. Keep all the conditions same except 

irrigating water. 

 

 

  



Fruiting period 

The experimental group (# 35 greenhouse) stepped into fruiting period 

10 days earlier than controlled groups (#36 greenhouse and #37 

greenhouse). The survival rate of #36 greenhouse was higher than that 

of #37 greenhouse, after magnet equipment was installed in #36 

greenhouse.  

The result of the test shows that: 

1. Magnetized water can increase the survival rate of pea. It may be due 

to magnetized water’s ability to inhibit survival of bacterial and algae. 

2. Magnetized water accelerated growth of pea. This can be attributed 

to the fact that magnetized water can improve the solubility of 

fertilizer. 

3. Magnetized water can increase the yield of pea due to higher survival 

rate of pea.  

Future Consideration: 

As Bach Technology Co., Ltd has tested the result of ELM-Plus1 

technology on corn, and the pea as an example, we also did tests on 

strawberries, Lily and Rose flowers, they all showed a significant positive 

result. Varieties of agricultural crops can benefit from the ELM-Plus2 

technology. The combination with a proper/specially designed irrigation 

system and online detecting and controlling system will enhance the 

effect of all elements respectively.  



 
Pic 8: #35 greenhouse in fruiting stage 

 

Pic 9: #35 greenhouse in fruiting stage 

 



 
Pic 10: pea of #36 greenhouse was immature when #35 stepped into fruiting stage.  

Survival rate of pea of #36 greenhouse was higher than that of #37 greenhouse  

 
Pic 11: pea of #37 greenhouse survival rate was still low  

 


